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We onstrut a new type of S-matrix in quantum eld theory using the general boundary formu-
lation. In ontrast to the usual S-matrix the spae of free asymptoti states is loated at spatial
rather than at temporal innity. Hene, the new S-matrix applies to situations where interations
may remain important at all times, but beome negligible with distane. We show that the new
S-matrix is equivalent to the usual one in situations where both apply. This equivalene is mediated
by an isomorphism between the respetive asymptoti state spaes that we onstrut. We introdue
oherent states that allow us to obtain expliit expressions for the new S-matrix. In our formalism
rossing symmetry beomes a manifest rather than a derived feature of the S-matrix.
PACS numbers: 11.55.-m
I. INTRODUCTION
The general boundary formulation (GBF) [1, 2, 3℄ is a formulation of quantum theory that takes expliit aount
of spaetime. While in the standard formulation of quantum theory time does play an essential role, spae only
enters as a seondary onept as an ingredient of spei theories. Ironially, it is preisely this more in struture
of going from time to spaetime that allows one to use less of it. Namely, while in the standard formulation the
metri nature of time is essential, in the GBF only the topologial struture of spaetime is indispensable. The latter
turns out to be suient to formulate suh fundamental onepts as probability onservation [2℄. Hene, the GBF is
naturally suitable to formulate quantum theories without metri bakground, suh as quantum gravity. Furthermore,
it allows to avoid other problems that arise in many approahes to quantizing gravity that are manifestly free of a
bakground metri, suh as the problem of loality. In quantum eld theory the fat that we may hoose to desribe
a given system only, without worrying about the rest of the universe, rests on priniples suh as ausality and luster
deomposition. These in turn depend on the bakground metri of spaetime. Hene, without suh a metri there is
a priori no way to separate a system from the rest of the universe. In the GBF suh a separation is ahieved from
the outset simply beause one deals with the physis of spaetime regions that are expliitly separated from the rest
of the universe through a boundary.
In the GBF state spaes that desribe the objets of the theory are assoiated with boundaries of regions of
spaetime (or omponents of these boundaries). One might think of suh a state spae as enoding the information
that an potentially be exhanged between the region and the rest of the universe through the boundary. Amplitudes
are assoiated with suh regions and boundary states. These enode physial proesses within the region and allow
to alulate probabilities assoiated with measurements performed on the region. The standard state spaes and
transition amplitudes are reovered when the spaetime region in question is a time interval times all of spae. The
boundary state spae then splits into a tensor produt of the initial state spae with the nal one, assoiated to initial
and nal boundary omponents respetively. The amplitude orresponding to this region beomes just the usual
transition amplitude.
To emphasize it again, the GBF is merely a theoretial framework and not in itself any spei quantum theory.
Rather, it is a spei denition of what onstitutes a quantum theory and how preditions are extrated in priniple
from its ingredients. What kind of spaetime strutures (regions and hypersurfaes) enter into the GBF depends
on the theory under onsideration. The minimum required are topologial manifolds of a given dimension, for an
example of this type see [4℄. Slightly more struture would be provided by dierentiable manifolds. One might
reasonably assume that this is the relevant geometri setting for a quantum theory of gravity. Lorentzian manifolds
and, more speially, submanifolds of Minkowski spae are the relevant ingredient for ordinary quantum eld theory.
For onformal eld theory one would have manifolds with onformal struture et.
Providing a viable framework for quantum gravity is one of the main motivations for the GBF. The program
assoiated with this goal onsists of establishing and developing the GBF in the ontext of known and tested quantum
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2theories as well as with simplied models inorporating key features expeted of a quantum theory of gravity. A key
onjeture of this program is that ordinary quantum eld theory an be extended to t into this framework for a
suiently interesting lass of admissible spaetime regions and hypersurfaes. We refer to this in the following as
the extensibility onjeture. That quantum eld theory ts into the GBF if we restrit to equal-time hyperplanes and
time-interval regions is essentially trivial. The emphasis is hene on the word interesting. While it is tehnially
diult to deal with generi hypersurfaes and regions, even very speial and highly symmetri geometries an serve
to demonstrate the power of the GBF if they dier from the standard geometry in suiently radial ways.
For example, an important restrition of the standard framework is that state spaes are only ever assoiated to
spaelike (Cauhy) hypersurfaes. The more tehnial reason for this is that anonial quantization presriptions
usually rely on spei orrespondenes in the lassial theory between data on suh hypersurfaes and solutions in
all of spaetime. The more oneptual reason for this is that in the probability interpretation of transition amplitudes
we are used to think in terms of a strit temporal ordering between the prepared and the observed states. This
might lead one to suspet that serious problems appear when trying to formulate the quantum theory with more
general hypersurfaes, namely hypersurfaes that ontain timelike parts. It was shown in [5℄ that these objetions
are unfounded. More preisely, it was shown for the Klein-Gordon quantum eld theory how all the ingredients of
the theory inluding vauum, full state spae, amplitudes et. an be onsistently dened on timelike hyperplanes
and assoiated interval-like regions. In ruial dierene to the spaelike ase, a state an not be generally labeled as
inoming or outgoing. Rather eah partile in a general multi-partile state may individually be inoming or outgoing.
This example still shares an important feature with the standard framework. Although the temporal ordering
between the partiipating states is lost, an amplitude an still be thought of as a transition amplitude between one
state and another. In geometri terms this is beause the region with whih the amplitude is assoiated has a boundary
whih deomposes into two onneted omponents, namely the hypersurfaes whih arry the states. A further step
was hene taken in [6℄ where it was shown expliitly that the division into two state spaes assoiated to dierent
boundary omponents an be given up. The geometry used was the solid hyperylinder R × B3R, i.e., a three-ball
of radius R in spae extended over all of time. The boundary R × S2R of this region is onneted, implying that
the assoiated state spae does not deompose into a tensor produt of omponents assoiated to subspaes of this
boundary. Nevertheless, physial sense an be made of amplitudes assoiated with states on this hyperylinder and
probabilities be extrated.
The extensions of quantum eld theory desribed so far were only elaborated in the free theory. This is not
surprising. Even in the standard framework we mostly do not know what the state spae of an interating quantum
eld theory is. However, we have a highly suessful tehnique whih allows us to say a lot about interating quantum
eld theory without this knowledge: The S-matrix. Assuming that interations are only relevant at intermediate
times, one onsiders the transition amplitude between free states at an initial time and free states at a nal time.
One then takes the asymptoti limit of this amplitude where the initial time goes to −∞ and the nal time goes to
+∞. This yields the S-matrix.
A onvining argument for the validity of the extensibility onjeture in interating quantum eld theory an be
made, if we manage to onstrut an asymptoti amplitude starting from an interesting non-onventional geometry
and show its physial equivalene to the S-matrix. This is preisely what we announed in a previous letter [7℄ and
detail in this paper. The geometry we hoose is that of the aforementioned hyperylinder R × S2 as it is not only
timelike, but also onneted and exhibits most of the new features of the GBF in this ontext. Physially, the starting
assumption is that interations an be negleted outside a ertain nite region of spae. However, no assumption
needs to be made about interations being negligible at any spei time. We onsider then the amplitude assoiated
with the solid hyperylinder R×B3R of suiently large radius R for a free state on its boundary R×S2R. The sought
for asymptoti amplitude arises in the limit R→∞. We go on to show that there is an isomorphism of Hilbert spaes
identifying the usual (temporal) asymptoti state spae of the S-matrix with the (spatial) asymptoti state spae of
the hyperylinder in the innite radius limit. Under this mapping the S-matrix and the asymptoti hyperylinder
amplitude beome idential.
The paper is organized as follows. In Setion II we reall some basi aspets of the massive Klein-Gordon eld in
Minkowski spaetime. In partiular, we use the Feynman path integral quantization proedure ombined with the
Shrödinger representation and oherent states. In Setion III the S-matrix elements in the basis of the oherent states
are omputed in three steps: we rst onsider the free theory, then we study the interation of the salar eld with an
external soure, and nally funtional methods allow us to work out the S-matrix for the general interating theory.
While the resulting S-matrix is well known, the purpose of our derivation is to serve as a blueprint for the novel ase
of the asymptoti amplitude on the hyperylinder that is treated later. Also, we have not found the derivation in
this form elsewhere and it might thus have some interest of its own. In Setion IV we treat the Klein-Gordon eld
dened on an hyperylinder within the GBF. We reall the main features of the lassial and the quantum theories
studied in [6℄ adapting them to the needs of the present setting. We then proeed to introdue oherent states on the
hyperylinder. In Setion V the asymptoti amplitude for the hyperylinder is derived in analogy to the same three
3steps performed in Setion III. In Setion VI we ompare the expressions of the two asymptoti amplitudes obtained,
showing them to be idential under a suitable isomorphism of the asymptoti state spaes. We end by presenting
onlusions and an outlook in Setion VII. Appendix A desribes the onversion of oherent states from the Fok
representation to the Shrödinger representation. Appendix B ontains useful formulas for spherial harmonis and
dierent types of Bessel funtions.
II. FREE KLEIN-GORDON FIELD IN MINKOWSKI SPACETIME
We start with the real massive Klein-Gordon quantum eld theory in Minkowski spaetime whose ation in a region
M is given by
SM,0(φ) =
1
2
∫
M
d4x
(∂0φ)(∂0φ)−∑
i≥1
(∂iφ)(∂iφ) −m2φ2
 . (1)
(The index 0 indiates that we onsider the free theory.) The equation of motion is the Klein-Gordon equation(
+m2
)
φ = 0, (2)
where  = ∂20 −
∑
i≥1 ∂
2
i .
A. Shrödinger-Feynman approah
We use the Shrödinger representation for quantum states. That is, quantum states are wave funtions on the
spae of instantaneous eld ongurations. While this is the usual approah in non-relativisti quantum theory it is
less frequently used in quantum eld theory, but see [8, 9℄. At the same time we use the Feynman path integral to
represent transition amplitudes. In ontrast to other quantization presriptions, suh as anonial quantization, this
setting generalizes readily to the general boundary formulation, whih we will use starting from Setion IV.
We reall below basi elements of the Shrödinger-Feynman setting applied to the Klein-Gordon quantum eld
theory. The inner produt of states is,
〈ψ2|ψ1〉 =
∫
Dϕψ1(ϕ)ψ2(ϕ), (3)
where the integral is over all eld ongurations.
The transition amplitude from the state of the system at time t1 desribed by the wave funtion ψ1(ϕ1) to the state
of the system at time t2 desribed by the wave funtion ψ2(ϕ2) takes the form
〈ψ2|U[t1,t2]|ψ1〉 =
∫
Dϕ1Dϕ2 ψ1(ϕ1)ψ2(ϕ2)Z[t1,t2](ϕ1, ϕ2), (4)
where U[t1,t2] represents the time-evolution operator, and the eld propagator is given by
Z[t1,t2](ϕ1, ϕ2) =
∫
φ|t1=ϕ1
φ|t2=ϕ2
Dφ eiS[t1,t2](φ). (5)
In the ase of the free theory determined by the ation (1) we an evaluate the assoiated propagator Z[t1,t2],0 by
shifting the integration variable by a lassial solution φ
l
that interpolates between ϕ1 at t1 and ϕ2 at t2. Although
the result an be readily found in [9℄ or [6℄, we repeat the derivation here sine it provides an instrutive example for
alulations in later setions that follow the same pattern. Expliitly,
Z[t1,t2],0(ϕ1, ϕ2) =
∫
φ|t1=ϕ1
φ|t2=ϕ2
Dφ eiS[t1,t2],0(φ) =
∫
φ|t1=0
φ|t2=0
Dφ eiS[t1,t2],0(φcl+φ) = N[t1,t2],0 eiS[t1,t2],0(φl), (6)
where the normalization fator is formally given by
N[t1,t2],0 =
∫
φ|t1=0
φ|t2=0
Dφ eiS[t1,t2],0(φ). (7)
4φ
l
an be deomposed into positive and negative energy modes as
φcl(x, t) = e
−iωtϕ+(x) + eiωtϕ−(x). (8)
Here the time variable t belongs to the interval [t1, t2] and ω is the operator
ω :=
√
−
∑
i≥1
∂2i +m
2. (9)
The ongurations ϕ± are related to the ongurations on the boundary, ϕ1 for t = t1 and ϕ2 for t = t2, by the
relation (
ϕ1
ϕ2
)
=
(
e−iωt1 eiωt1
e−iωt2 eiωt2
)(
ϕ+
ϕ−
)
. (10)
We invert the matrix to express the ongurations ϕ± as funtion of the ongurations ϕ1 and ϕ2:(
ϕ+
ϕ−
)
=
1
2i sinω(t2 − t1)
(
eiωt2 −eiωt1
−e−iωt2 e−iωt1
)(
ϕ1
ϕ2
)
. (11)
Substituting this into (8), we get the expression for the lassial solution φ
l
in terms of ϕ1 and ϕ2,
φ
l
(t, x) =
sinω(t2 − t)
sinω(t2 − t1)ϕ1(x) +
sinω(t− t1)
sinω(t2 − t1)ϕ2(x). (12)
This allows in turn to evaluate the eld propagator,
Z[t1,t2],0(ϕ1, ϕ2) = N[t1,t2],0 exp
(
−1
2
∫
d3x
(
ϕ1 ϕ2
)
W[t1,t2]
(
ϕ1
ϕ2
))
, (13)
where W[t1,t2] is the operator valued 2× 2 matrix
W[t1,t2] =
−iω
sinω(t2 − t1)
(
cosω(t2 − t1) −1
−1 cosω(t2 − t1)
)
. (14)
The vauum wave funtion is,
ψ0(ϕ) = C exp
(
−1
2
∫
d3xϕ(x)(ωϕ)(x)
)
, (15)
where C is a normalization fator.
B. Coherent states
Pioneered by Glauber [10℄ to study eletromagneti orrelation funtions in quantum optis, oherent state teh-
niques are by now widely used in quantum eld theory and partile physis. The interest in oherent states omes
mainly from the possibility to onstrut quantum states that orrespond, in the limit where the number of eld
quanta is large, to lassial eld ongurations. We dene oherent states for the Klein-Gordon theory in Minkowski
spaetime following the onventions in [11℄. We rst adopt a Fok representation to express the oherent states and
then pass to the Shrödinger representation.
Indiating the vauum state of the salar eld in the Fok representation with |0〉, a normalized oherent state takes
the form
|ψη〉 = Cη exp
(∫
d3k
(2π)32E
η(k)a†(k)
)
|0〉, (16)
where a†(k) is the reation operator for the eld mode of momentum k. η is a omplex funtion on momentum spae
that haraterizes the state. The normalization onstant Cη is given by
Cη = exp
(
−1
2
∫
d3k
(2π)32E
|η(k)|2
)
(17)
5so that the inner produt of oherent states is given by
〈ψη2 |ψη1〉 = exp
(∫
d3k
(2π)32E
(
η1(k) η2(k)− 1
2
|η1(k)|2 − 1
2
|η2(k)|2
))
. (18)
We an write the resolution of the identity operator I in terms of oherent states as
D−1
∫
dη dη |ψη〉〈ψη| = I, (19)
with
D =
∫
dη dη exp
(
−
∫
d3k
(2π)32E
|η(k)|2
)
. (20)
The time evolution of a oherent state is given by
e−iH∆t|ψη〉 = |ψη′〉 with η′(k) = e−iE∆tη(k). (21)
The expansion of a oherent state in terms of multi-partile states an be read o diretly from (16),
|ψη〉 = Cη
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∫
d3k1
(2π)32E1
· · ·
∫
d3kn
(2π)32En
η(k1) · · · η(kn) |ψk1,...,kn〉 (22)
In partiular, the inner produt between a oherent state determined by η and a state with partiles of momenta
k1, . . . , kn is,
〈ψk1,...,kn |ψη〉 = Cη η(k1) · · · η(kn). (23)
As shown in Appendix A the expression for the oherent state in the Shrödinger representation is
ψη(ϕ) = Kη exp
(∫
d3xd3k
(2π)3
η(k) eikx ϕ(x)
)
ψ0(ϕ), (24)
with ψ0(ϕ) being the wave funtion of the vauum state. The normalization fatorKη, dierent from the normalization
fator Cη in the Fok representation is given by
Kη = exp
(
−1
2
∫
d3k
(2π)32E
(
η(k)η(−k) + |η(k)|2)) . (25)
III. CONVENTIONAL S-MATRIX
The S-matrix is the standard tool to alulate probabilities of sattering proesses in quantum eld theory. One
assumes that interations an be negleted at very early and at very late times, where states are typially onsidered
as onsisting of a olletion of free partiles. Thus, to model these partiles one uses the state spae of the theory
without interation. Transition amplitudes between suh free states at initial time t1 and at nal time t2 an be
alulated with the interation swithed on at intermediate times. The S-matrix is then the asymptoti limit of these
transition amplitudes for t1 → −∞ and t2 → +∞.
In this setion we ompute the elements of the S-matrix in three dierent ases. First we onsider the free Klein-
Gordon theory, then we study the interating theory where the interation is given by a soure term, and we nally
treat general interations by means of funtional derivatives of the result obtained with the soure interation.
Although the result is standard, our derivation diers from standard textbook treatments. What is more, it provides
a blueprint to the subsequent derivation of a new type of S-matrix in Setion V. Our treatment is similar in spirit to
the one using the holomorphi representation [12℄. However, instead of dealing with propagation kernels we diretly
deal with transition amplitudes, using the oherent states of Setion II B.
6A. Free theory
In order to make sense of the limiting proedure involved in dening the S-matrix we swith to the interation (or
Dira) piture. That is, we identify states at dierent times if they are related by time evolution in the free theory. To
make this more transparent we add a label t to the state when appropriate, speifying at whih time it is evaluated.
Realling the free time evolution (21) we obtain the wave funtion
ψt,η(ϕ) = Kt,η exp
(∫
d3xd3k
(2π)3
η(k) e−i(Et−kx) ϕ(x)
)
ψ0(ϕ), (26)
for the oherent state at time t whih at time 0 oinides with (16). Note that the normalization fator (25) is now
also time dependent and takes the form
Kt,η = exp
(
−1
2
∫
d3k
(2π)32E
(
e−2iEtη(k)η(−k) + |η(k)|2)) . (27)
The transition amplitude in the free theory in terms of interation piture states is by onstrution independent
of the initial and nal time and equal to the inner produt (18). In partiular, we an let the initial time go to −∞
and the nal time go to +∞ and think of these transition amplitudes as the elements of the S-matrix S0 of the free
theory,
〈ψη2 |S0|ψη1〉 = lim
t1→−∞
t2→+∞
〈ψt2,η2 |U[t2,t1],0|ψt1,η1〉 = 〈ψη2 |ψη1〉. (28)
Here, we have denoted with U[t2,t1],0 the evolution operator of the free theory between the times t1 and t2.
B. Theory with soure
We onsider in this setion the Klein-Gordon theory interating with a soure eld µ. In a spaetime region M the
new ation takes the form
SM,µ(φ) = SM,0(φ) +
∫
M
d4xµ(x)φ(x), (29)
where SM,0 is the free ation (1). Here, M will be determined by a time interval [t1, t2] and we assume the soure
eld to vanish outside this time interval.
The path integral (5) determining the propagator Z[t1,t2],µ for the theory with soure an be evaluated in the same
way (6) as in the free theory. That is, we shift the integration variable by a lassial solution φ
l
of the free theory
(not the one with soure) interpolating between ϕ1 at t1 and ϕ2 at t2 to obtain
Z[t1,t2],µ(ϕ1, ϕ2) = N[t1,t2],µ e
iS[t1,t2],µ(φl). (30)
The normalization fator is formally,
N[t1,t2],µ =
∫
φ|t1=0
φ|t2=0
Dφ eiS[t1,t2],µ(φ). (31)
Separating the free propagator in (30) yields,
Z[t1,t2],µ(ϕ1, ϕ2) =
N[t1,t2],µ
N[t1,t2],0
Z[t1,t2],0(ϕ1, ϕ2) exp
(
i
∫
d4xµ(x)φ
l
(x)
)
. (32)
Using the deomposition (12) we an rewrite this as,
Z[t1,t2],µ(ϕ1, ϕ2) =
N[t1,t2],µ
N[t1,t2],0
Z[t1,t2],0(ϕ1, ϕ2) exp
(∫
d3x (µ1(x)ϕ1(x) + µ2(x)ϕ2(x))
)
. (33)
Here, µ1 and µ2 are dened as follows,
µ1(x) := i
∫ t2
t1
dt
sinω(t2 − t)
sinω(t2 − t1)µ(t, x), µ2(x) := i
∫ t2
t1
dt
sinω(t− t1)
sinω(t2 − t1)µ(t, x). (34)
7Denoting the assoiated time-evolution operator by U[t1,t2],µ, the transition amplitude between oherent states is,
〈ψt2,η2 |U[t1,t2],µ|ψt1,η1〉 = Kt1,η1Kt2,η2
∫
Dϕ1Dϕ2
exp
(∫
d3xd3k
(2π)3
(
η1(k) e
−i(Et1−kx) ϕ1(x) + η2(k) e
i(Et2−kx) ϕ2(x)
))
ψ0(ϕ1)ψ0(ϕ2)Z[t1,t2],µ(ϕ1, ϕ2). (35)
To evaluate this expression, we observe that we an ombine the exponential fator appearing in (33) with the
exponential in the above formula. We an then redue the transition amplitude (up to normalization) to one of the
free theory, but between modied oherent states dened by omplex funtions η˜1 and η˜2 given by
η˜1(k) := η1(k) +
∫
d3x ei(Et1−kx)µ1(x) and η˜2(k) := η2(k) +
∫
d3x ei(Et2−kx)µ2(x). (36)
We obtain
〈ψt2,η2 |U[t1,t2],µ|ψt1,η1〉 = 〈ψη˜2 |ψη˜1〉
N[t1,t2],µKt1,η1 Kt2,η2
N[t1,t2],0Kt1,ηˆ1 Kt2,ηˆ2
. (37)
Using (18) to express the inner produt between the modied oherent states and (27) for the state normalization
fators, equation (37) yields
〈ψt2,η2 |U[t1,t2],µ|ψt1,η1〉 = 〈ψη2 |ψη1〉
N[t1,t2],µ
N[t1,t2],0
exp
(
i
∫
d4xµ(x)ηˆ(x)
)
exp
(
i
2
∫
d4xµ(x)β(x)
)
, (38)
where ηˆ is the omplex lassial solution of the Klein-Gordon equation determined by η1 and η2 via
ηˆ(t, x) =
∫
d3k
(2π)32E
(
η1(k)e
−i(Et−kx) + η2(k)e
i(Et−kx)
)
. (39)
On the other hand, any bounded solution of the Klein-Gordon equation an be expanded in this way. Hene, this
establishes a one-to-one orrespondene between pairs of oherent states parametrized by pairs of funtions (η1, η2)
and solutions ηˆ.
The funtion β(x) appearing in the last exponential of (38) is a solution of the Klein-Gordon equation whose Fourier
deomposition is given by
β(t, k) =
∫ t2
t1
dτ
2E
(
i e−iE(τ−t) +
2 sin(E(t− t1)) sin(E(t2 − τ))
sin(E(t2 − t1))
)
µ(τ, k), (40)
where
β(t, k) = 2E
∫
d3xβ(t, x)e−ikx, and µ(t, k) = 2E
∫
d3xµ(t, x)e−ikx. (41)
It remains to evaluate the propagator normalization fator (31) and ombine the result with the other terms in
(37). It is possible to relate this normalization fator N[t1,t2],µ to that of the free theory N[t1,t2],0 dened in (7) by
shifting the integration variable in (31) by a partiular funtion α,∫
φ|t1=0
φ|t2=0
Dφ eiS[t1,t2],µ(φ) = exp
(
i
2
∫
d4xµ(x)α(x)
) ∫
φ|t1=0
φ|t2=0
Dφ eiS[t1,t2],0(φ). (42)
That is,
N[t1,t2],µ
N[t1,t2],0
= exp
(
i
2
∫
d4xµ(x)α(x)
)
, (43)
where the funtion α is a solution of the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation
(+m2)α(t, x) = µ(t, x), (44)
8in the spaetime region [t1, t2]×R3 and with the boundary onditions α(t1, x) = 0 and α(t2, x) = 0 for all x ∈ R3. It
will be onvenient to work in momentum spae and onsider the Fourier omponents of α,
α(t, k) = 2E
∫
d3xα(t, x) e−ikx. (45)
Equation (44) implies
(∂20 + E
2)α(t, k) = µ(t, k), (46)
with E2 = k2 +m2. The solution is easily found and an be written in the form
α(t, k) = −
∫ t2
t1
dτ
2E
(
θ(t− τ) 2 sin(E(τ − t)) + 2 sin(E(t− t1)) sin(E(t2 − τ))
sin(E(t2 − t1))
)
µ(τ, k). (47)
where θ(t) is the step funtion
θ(t) =
{
1 if t > 0
0 if t < 0.
(48)
Combining the exponential fator ontaining β in (38) with (43) amounts to summing the solution β given by (40)
and α given by (47),
γ(t, k) := α(t, k) + β(t, k) =
∫ t2
t1
dτ
2E
, i
(
θ(t− τ)eiE(τ−t) + θ(τ − t)e−iE(τ−t)
)
µ(τ, k), (49)
Sine α solves the inhomogeneous equation (44) and β the homogeneous equation the sum γ solves the inhomogeneous
equation (44) as well, but with dierent boundary onditions than α. Indeed, we an read o the boundary onditions
from (49):
for t < t1, γ(t, k) =
eiEt
2E
∫ t2
t1
dτ i e−iEτ µ(τ, k),
for t > t2, γ(t, k) =
e−iEt
2E
∫ t2
t1
dτ i eiEτ µ(τ, k).
(50)
Namely, the funtion γ ontains only negative energy modes at early times (t < t1) and positive energy modes at
late times (t > t2). We reognize these as the Feynman boundary onditions. Thus, we an write γ in the following
integral form,
γ(x) =
∫
d4x′GF (x, x
′)µ(x′), (51)
where GF is the Feynman propagator normalized suh that (x +m
2)GF (x, x
′) = δ4(x− x′).
Now inserting (43) into (38) and using (49) as well as (51) we obtain for the transition amplitude,
〈ψt2,η2 |U[t1,t2],µ|ψt1,η1〉 = 〈ψη2 |ψη1〉 exp
(
i
∫
d4xµ(x)ηˆ(x)
)
exp
(
i
2
∫
d4xd4x′µ(x)GF (x, x
′)µ(x′)
)
. (52)
This expression is independent of the times t1 and t2 as long as the support of µ vanishes outside the interval [t1, t2].
Thus, we an take the limits t1 → −∞ and t2 → +∞, subsequently lift the restrition on the support of µ, and
interpret the result as the S-matrix for the theory with the soure interation,
〈ψη2 |Sµ|ψη1〉 = 〈ψη2 |S0|ψη1〉 exp
(
i
∫
d4xµ(x)ηˆ(x)
)
exp
(
i
2
∫
d4xd4x′µ(x)GF (x, x
′)µ(x′)
)
. (53)
C. General interations
The result of the previous setion an be ombined with funtional derivative tehniques to work out the S-matrix
in the ase of a general interation. The ation of the salar eld with an arbitrary potential V in the spaetime
region M an be written as
SM,V (φ) = SM,0(φ) +
∫
M
d4xV (x, φ(x)). (54)
9We notie the usual funtional identity,
exp (iSM,V (φ)) = exp
(
i
∫
M
d4xV
(
x,−i ∂
∂µ(x)
))
exp (iSM,µ(φ))
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
, (55)
where SM,µ is the ation in the presene of a soure interation, dened in (29).
As above, at rst the spaetime region of interest is determined by a time interval [t1, t2] and we assume that the
interation vanishes outside of it,
V ((t, x), φ(t, x)) = 0, ∀x ∈ R3, ∀t /∈ [t1, t2]. (56)
Inserting (55) into the path integral of the propagator (5), we observe that we an move the exponential ontaining
the funtional derivative out of the integral to the front. In fat, we an repeat all steps identially as for the theory
with soure, but with the funtional derivative term in front. Hene, the transition amplitude an be read o from
(52) in ombination with (55),
〈ψt2,2|U[t1,t2],V |ψt1,1〉 = exp
(
i
∫
d4xV
(
x,−i ∂
∂µ(x)
))
〈ψt2,2|U[t1,t2],µ|ψt1,1〉
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
. (57)
In this expression a restrition to oherent states is not neessary, so we have written it for general states. We now
reall that the transition amplitude (52) does not atually depend on the times t1 and t2, but is idential to the
S-matrix of the theory with soure. Hene, expression (57) also does not depend on t1 and t2 and the limits t1 → −∞
and t2 →∞ are trivial. We an lift the restrition (56) on V and obtain the S-matrix,
〈ψ2|SV |ψ1〉 = exp
(
i
∫
d4xV
(
x,−i ∂
∂µ(x)
))
〈ψ2|Sµ|ψ1〉
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
. (58)
IV. GENERAL BOUNDARIES AND THE HYPERCYLINDER
The general boundary formulation of quantum theory posits that we an assign physially meaningful amplitudes
not only to transitions between an initial and a nal spaelike hypersurfae, but to more general bounded regions of
spaetime. Similarly, we an assoiate states (and state spaes) not only to spaelike hypersurfaes, but to more general
hypersurfaes. A key onjeture in this ontext is that standard quantum eld theory admits suh a generalization
 for a ertain lass of regions and hypersurfaes that are yet to be determined. In fat, the present paper may be
viewed as proving that onjeture for a ertain very limited lass of regions and hypersurfaes. Nevertheless, this lass
is very dierent from the usual time-interval regions and equal-time hypersurfaes and hene points to more general
geometries.
We follow the Shrödinger-Feynman approah to quantization above, adapting it to the more general ontext.
Hene, the state spae HΣ for a hypersurfae Σ should be the spae of funtions on eld ongurations KΣ on Σ. We
write the inner produt there (naively) as
〈ψ2|ψ1〉 =
∫
KΣ
Dϕψ1(ϕ)ψ2(ϕ). (59)
The amplitude for a region M and a state ψ in the state spae H∂M assoiated to the boundary ∂M of M is the
integral
ρM (ψ) =
∫
KΣ
Dϕψ(ϕ)ZM (ϕ), (60)
where the hypersurfae Σ = ∂M represents the boundary of M . The quantity ZM is the propagator given by the
Feynman path integral,
ZM (ϕ) =
∫
KM ,φ|Σ=ϕ
Dφ eiSM (φ), ∀ϕ ∈ KΣ. (61)
Here the integral is over the spae KM of eld ongurations φ in the interior of M suh that φ agrees with ϕ on the
boundary Σ.
When Σ is an equal-time hypersurfae, the inner produt (59) beomes (3). Similarly, when M = [t1, t2]×R3, i.e.,
it is a time-interval times all of spae in Minkowski spaetime, its boundary ∂M onsists of the disjoint union of two
equal-time hypersurfaes, Σ1 dened by the time t1 and Σ2 dened by t2. Then, the amplitude (60) speializes to the
transition amplitude (4) and the propagator (5) to (61). In what follows, we shall be interested in a very dierent
type of geometry.
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A. Klein-Gordon theory on the hyperylinder
1. Classial theory
Consider a sphere of radiusR entered at the origin in spae and extended to all of time. We refer to this hypersurfae
R× S2R in Minkowski spae as the hyperylinder of radius R, and to its interior R×B3R as the solid hyperylinder of
radius R. To desribe elds on its boundary or in its interior it is onvenient to use spherial oordinates in spae,
dened by three parameters: θ ∈ [0, π[, φ ∈ [0, 2π[ and r ∈ [0,∞[. Bounded solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation
may be expanded in produts of spherial harmonis, spherial Bessel funtions and exponentials. Consider a general
expansion of the form
φ(t, r,Ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
αl,m(E)e
−iEtfl(E, r)Y
m
l (Ω), (62)
where fl denotes a ertain kind of spherial Bessel funtion to be disussed below. Ω is a olletive notation for the
angle oordinates (θ, φ). Y ml denotes the spherial harmoni. See Appendix B for their denition and properties. The
spherial harmonis satisfy the dierential equation
(∆ΩY
m
l )(Ω) = −
l(l+ 1)
r2
Y ml (Ω), with ∆Ω =
cos θ
r2 sin θ
∂θ +
1
r2
∂2θ +
1
r2 sin2 θ
∂2φ. (63)
For (62) to solve the Klein-Gordon equation the funtion fl must satisfy the dierential equation,
(∆rfl)(E, r) =
(
−E2 +m2 + l(l+ 1)
r2
)
fl(E, r), with ∆r =
2
r
∂r + ∂
2
r . (64)
If E2 ≥ m2, this is solved by the spherial Bessel funtions of the rst kind jl and of the seond kind nl, setting
fl(E, r) = jl(r
√
E2 −m2) or fl(E, r) = nl(r
√
E2 −m2) respetively. Both, jl and nl are real. If E2 ≤ m2, this is
solved by the modied spherial Bessel funtions of the rst kind i+l and of the seond kind i
−
l , setting fl(E, r) =
i+l (r
√
m2 − E2) or fl(E, r) = i−l (r
√
m2 − E2) respetively. For the denition of the dierent types of spherial Bessel
funtions and their relations, see Appendix B.
Not all types of Bessel funtions lead to solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation that are well-dened and bounded
everywhere:
• The ordinary and modied spherial Bessel funtions of the seond kind, nl and i−l respetively are singular at
the origin. So the assoiated solutions are singular on the time axis.
• The spherial Bessel funtions of the rst and seond kind, jl and nl respetively deay with the inverse of the
radius for large radius and so do the assoiated solutions.
• The modied spherial Bessel funtions of the rst and seond kind, i+l and i−l respetively grow exponentially
for large radius and so do the assoiated solutions.
Hene, the only solutions that are well dened and bounded in all of spaetime arise from the spherial Bessel funtions
of the rst kind and for E2 ≥ m2.
It is sometimes useful to hange the basis of the spae of solutions of (64) and use ordinary or modied spherial
Bessel funtions of the third kind instead. Conretely, the spherial Bessel funtions of the third kind are dened as,
hl = jl + inl, and hl = jl − inl. (65)
These are omplex and have asymptoti behaviours for z →∞ given by
hl(z)→ i−l−1 e
iz
z
+O
(
1
z2
)
, hl(z)→ il+1 e
−iz
z
+O
(
1
z2
)
, (66)
whih means that the orresponding solutions (62) are outgoing (hl) and inoming (hl) waves. We also note that hl
and hl have no zeros on the positive real axis. The modied spherial Bessel funtions of the third kind are the linear
ombinations i+l + ii
−
l and i
+
l − ii−l . Note that the rst of these shows exponential deay at large radius while the
seond one shows exponential growth. Of interest to us will be only the rst one, whih for z →∞ behaves as
i+l (z) + i i
−
l (z)→ i−l−2e−z
(
1
z
+O
(
1
z2
))
. (67)
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Note that this funtion is either real or imaginary (depending on l).
In order to allow a unied treatment of the ases E2 > m2 and E2 < m2, we make the following denitions,
al(E, r) :=
{
jl(r
√
E2 −m2) ifE2 > m2,
i+l (r
√
m2 − E2) ifE2 < m2, and bl(E, r) :=
{
nl(r
√
E2 −m2) ifE2 > m2,
i−l (r
√
m2 − E2) ifE2 < m2, (68)
as well as cl(E, r) := al(E, r) + i bl(E, r), and p :=
{√
E2 −m2 ifE2 > m2,
i
√
m2 − E2 ifE2 < m2. (69)
2. Quantum theory
We now turn to the quantum theory. The rst objet of interest is the state spae assoiated with a hyperylinder
of radius R. Sine we are dealing with the Shrödinger representation this should be the spae of omplex funtions
on the spae of eld ongurations on R × S2R. Naively, one would allow essentially any real valued funtion as a
onguration. However, it was shown in [6℄ that it makes sense to restrit to suh ongurations whih extend to
bounded lassial solutions in all of spae-time. These ongurations where alled physial ongurations. Realling
the above disussion of solutions indued by dierent types of Bessel funtions, this implies a restrition of the Fourier
expansion of a onguration in the temporal diretion to energy eigenvalues E suh that E2 > m2. In terms of the
partile spetrum it means that we restrit to the spetrum appearing also in the standard ontext of equal-time
hypersurfaes where the square p2 = E2 −m2 of the momentum is non-negative. While we shall keep this restrition
for asymptoti states when onsidering the S-matrix, we will see that the interating theory requires the onsideration
of more general ongurations and orresponding states in intermediate alulations. We will thus extend the relevant
strutures of [6℄ here for that ase.
Reall that there are two versions of eah hypersurfae  one for eah possible orientation. In the ase of the
hyperylinder we an think of the orientation as hoosing either the inside or the outside of the hyperylinder. To
distinguish these, supersripts O (for outside) and I (for inside) were used in [6℄. Here we shall only require the
outside version of state spaes and hene do not write any expliit supersript. In partiular, it is lear that the
indued orientation of the hyperylinder as the boundary of the solid hyperylinder is the outside one. We all this
state spae HR. Hene the amplitude funtion ρR on a solid hyperylinder of radius R is evaluated with an outside
state ψ ∈ HR,
ρR(ψ) =
∫
Dϕψ(ϕ)ZR(ϕ). (70)
Here, ZR is the propagator (61) for M the solid hyperylinder.
For the free Klein-Gordon theory we all this propagator ZR,0 and its path integral expression an be evaluated in
the same way as for the standard propagator (5). We shift the integration by a lassial solution φ
l
mathing the
boundary onguration ϕ at radius R to get
ZR,0(ϕ) = NR,0 e
iSR,0(φ
l
), with NR,0 =
∫
φ|R=0
Dφ eiSR,0(φ). (71)
Note that we an rewrite the ation (1) on a lassial solution as a boundary integral. Conretely, on the hyperylinder
this is
SR,0(φl) = −1
2
∫
dt dΩR2φ
l
(t, R,Ω)(∂rφl)(t, R,Ω). (72)
The lassial solution in question must be well dened inside the solid hyperylinder. This means it an be expanded
in the form (62) with fl = al, i.e., using ordinary and modied spherial Bessel funtions of the rst kind, whih
are regular everywhere. Sine solutions in the interior are essentially in one-to-one orrespondene to boundary
ongurations we an relate the two via
φ
l
(t, r,Ω) =
al(E, r)
al(E,R)
ϕ(t,Ω). (73)
This allows us to read o the propagator,
ZR,0(ϕ) = NR,0 exp
(
−1
2
∫
dt dΩϕ(t,Ω) iR2
a′l(E,R)
al(E,R)
ϕ(t,Ω)
)
, (74)
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where a′l is the derivative of al with respet to r and R
2 a
′
l(E,R)
al(E,R)
is to be understood as an operator via the mode
deomposition of the eld. This generalizes the orresponding result of [6℄ to inlude non-physial ongurations.
1
We will be interested also in a dierent propagator, namely the one assoiated with the region bounded by two
hyperylinders of dierent radii, say R and Rˆ > R. Again, we an evaluate the path integral by shifting with a
lassial solution. However, the lass of solutions to be onsidered is now larger. In partiular, we need not insist that
a solution is well dened at the time axis, sine the latter is not part of the region we onsider. Conretely, we also
need to admit ordinary and modied spherial Bessel funtions of the seond kind, meaning that in the expansion (62)
we need not only admit fl = al, but also fl = bl. Extending the result of [6℄ (and using slightly dierent onventions
for δ and σ) the propagator is,
Z[R,Rˆ],0(ϕ, ϕˆ) = N[R,Rˆ],0 exp
(
−1
2
∫
dt dΩ
(
ϕ ϕˆ
)
W[R,Rˆ]
(
ϕ
ϕˆ
))
, (75)
with
W[R,Rˆ] =
i
δl(E,R, Rˆ)
(
R2σl(E, Rˆ, R) − 1p
− 1p Rˆ2σl(E,R, Rˆ)
)
. (76)
The funtion δl and σl are to be understood as operators dened as
δl(E,R, Rˆ) = al(E,R)bl(E, Rˆ)− bl(E,R)al(E, Rˆ), (77)
σl(E,R, Rˆ) = al(E,R)b
′
l(E, Rˆ)− bl(E,R)a′l(E, Rˆ). (78)
Again, the derivative refers to the seond argument. Note that both δl and σl are always real for E
2 > m2 and
imaginary for E2 < m2.
We do not repeat here the alulation of [6℄ to obtain the vauum wave funtion, but just import the result, extended
to non-physial ongurations by analyti ontinuation,
2
ψR,0(ϕ) = CR exp
(
−1
2
∫
dt dΩϕ(t,Ω)(BRϕ)(t,Ω)
)
. (79)
Here CR is a normalization fator and BR denotes the family of operators indexed by the radius R given by
BR =
1− ipR2(al(E,R)a′l(E,R) + bl(E,R)b′l(E,R))
p(a2l (E,R) + b
2
l (E,R))
= −iR2 c
′
l(E,R)
cl(E,R)
. (80)
Note that for E2 < m2 this operator beomes purely imaginary.
B. Coherent states on the hyperylinder
We use the following deomposition of eld ongurations on the hyperylinder,
ϕ(t,Ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
ϕl,m(E)e
−iEtY ml (Ω), ϕl,m(E) =
1
2π
∫
dt dΩϕ(t,Ω)eiEtY −ml (Ω). (81)
We dene the family of states on the hyperylinder of radius R,
ψR,η(ϕ) = KR,η exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
ηl,m(E)ϕl,m(E)
 ψR,0(ϕ), (82)
1
We remark that the inlusion of non-physial ongurations also modies the normalization fator NR,0 as ompared to [6℄, in spite of
the innoent looking expression (71). However, the expliit form of this and other similar normalization fators is not of importane
here. They an easily be omputed using the same method as in [6℄.
2
Note that the vauum for E2 < m2 is determined here by analytially ontinuing the outside vauum state. Instead analytially
ontinuing the inside vauum state would lead to a dierent vauum. These two hoies orrespond to the ambiguity desribed for
E2 > m2 in [6℄.
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parametrized by the omplex funtions ηl,m(E). Here, KR,η is a normalization fator that will be determined later
and ψR,0 is the vauum state (79). We show in the following that these states are oherent states in omplete analogy
to the usual oherent states on equal-time hypersurfaes: They form a omplete set of states, remain oherent under
evolution et. (See also the end of Appendix A for a justiation of the denition (82) in terms of reation operators.)
The restrition of η to the range E2 > m2 means that we restrit to a dependene on physial ongurations.
Sometimes we onsider ηl,m evaluated on any real value E. Then we dene ηl,m(E) = 0 if E
2 < m2.
The inner produt (59) of oherent states is
〈ψR,η′ |ψR,η〉 = KR,η′KR,η
∫
Dϕ exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
(
η′l,m(E)ϕl,m(E) + ηl,m(E)ϕl,m(E)
) |ψR,0(ϕ)|2. (83)
To evaluate this we notie from (79) that,
3
|ψR,0(ϕ)|2 = |CR|2 exp
− ∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
ϕl,m(E)
2π
p|hl(pR)|2ϕl,−m(−E)
 . (84)
Sine ϕ is real we have ϕl,m(E) = ϕl,−m(−E) and,
〈ψR,η′ |ψR,η〉 = KR,η′KR,η|CR|2
∫
Dϕ exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
((
η′l,−m(−E) + ηl,m(E)
)
ϕl,m(E)
− ϕl,m(E) 2π
p|hl(pR)|2ϕl,−m(−E)
))
. (85)
The integral in ϕ an be evaluated with the usual tehnique of shifting the integration variable. In partiular, we
implement for E2 > m2 the shift
ϕl,m(E)→ ϕl,m(E) + p|hl(pR)|
2
4π
(
η′l,m(E) + ηl,−m(−E)
)
. (86)
ϕl,m(E) remains unshifted for E
2 < m2. We obtain the following expression for the inner produt,
〈ψR,η′ |ψR,η〉 = KR,η′ KR,η exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p|hl(pR)|2
8π
(
η′l,m(E) + ηl,−m(−E)
)(
ηl,m(E) + η′l,−m(−E)
) . (87)
We x the fators KR,η suh that the oherent states are normalized. As is easy to see, this is ahieved by setting
KR,η = exp
− ∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p|hl(pR)|2
8π
(
ηl,m(E)ηl,−m(−E) + |ηl,m(E)|2
) , (88)
whih yields,
〈ψR,η′ |ψR,η〉 = exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p|hl(pR)|2
4π
(
ηl,m(E)η′l,m(E)−
1
2
|ηl,m(E)|2 − 1
2
|η′l,m(E)|2
) . (89)
The oherent states satisfy the ompleteness relation
D−1
∫
dη dη |ψR,η〉〈ψR,η| = I, (90)
3
Note that the vauum is dened on unphysial ongurations as well, but these do not appear here expliitly beause BR + BR = 0 if
E2 < m2.
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where the onstant D is given by
D =
∫
dη dη exp
− ∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p|hl(pR)|2
4π
|ηl,m(E)|2
 . (91)
We an show the orretness of the ompleteness relation (90) inserting it in an inner produt between two oherent
states,
〈ψR,η|ψR,η′〉 = 〈ψR,η|D−1
∫
dη′′ dη′′ |ψR,η′′〉〈ψR,η′′ |ψR,η′〉
= D−1 exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p|hl(pR)|2
4π
(
−1
2
|ηl,m(E)|2 − 1
2
|η′l,m(E)|2
)×
∫
dη′′ dη′′ exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p|hl(pR)|2
4π
(
ηl,m(E)η
′′
l,m(E) + η
′′
l,m(E)η
′
l,m(E) − |η′′l,m(E)|2
) . (92)
In order to alulate the integral we shift the integration variables by the quantities
η′′l,m(E)→ η′′l,m(E) + η′l,m(E), and η′′l,m(E)→ η′′l,m(E) + ηl,m(E). (93)
So we obtain
〈ψR,η|ψR,η′〉 = exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p|hl(pR)|2
4π
(
η′l,m(E)ηl,m(E)−
1
2
|ηl,m(E)|2 − 1
2
|η′l,m(E)|2
)×
D−1
∫
dη′′ dη′′ exp
− ∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p|hl(pR)|2
4π
|η′′l,m(E)|2
 . (94)
On the right-hand side of the above formula we reognize in the rst line the expression of the inner produt
〈ψR,η|ψR,η′〉, and using expression (91) the seond line is equal to 1. This ompletes the proof of the omplete-
ness relation (90).
We also alulate the amplitude for a oherent state on a solid hyperylinder. Thus, we have to evaluate the integral
ρR,0(ψR,η) =
∫
DϕψR,η(ϕ)ZR,0(ϕ), (95)
where the propagator ZR,0 is given by (74). This yields,
ρR,0(ψR,η) = KR,η CRNR,0
∫
Dϕ exp
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
(
ηl,m(E)ϕl,m(E)− ϕl,m(E) π
p cl(E,R)al(E,R)
ϕl,−m(−E)
) .
(96)
We shift the integration variable so that the mixed term generated by the seond term in the exponential anels the
term ηl,m(E)ϕl,m(E). The shift only onerns physial ongurations and is given by
ϕl,m(E)→ ϕl,m(E) + p hl(pR)jl(pR)
2π
ηl,−m(−E). (97)
This yields
ρR,0(ψR,η) = exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p
8π
(
h2l (pR)ηl,m(E)ηl,−m(−E)− |hl(pR)|2|ηl,m(E)|2
) . (98)
The natural analogue of time evolution for the hyperylinder geometry is radial evolution in spae. The evolution of
a oherent state from a hyperylinder of radius Rˆ to a hyperylinder of radius R < Rˆ is determined by the propagator
(75) via
ψR,η(ϕ) =
∫
Dϕˆ ψRˆ,ηˆ(ϕˆ)Z[R,Rˆ],0(ϕ, ϕˆ). (99)
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(The equation for R > Rˆ is analogous, but with inside states.) As is to be expeted, a oherent state remains a
oherent state under radial evolution. Indeed, the relation between η at R and ηˆ at Rˆ turns out to be given by the
equation
ηl,m(E) = ηˆl,m(E)
hl(pRˆ)
hl(pR)
. (100)
The polynomial representation (disussed in Appendix A mainly for the equal-time hyperplane ase) allows to
expand oherent states in terms of multi-partile states,
ψR,η = exp
− ∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p|hl(pR)|2
8π
|ηl,m(E)|2

∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∫
|E1|≥m
dE1
∑
l1,m1
· · ·
∫
|En|≥m
dEn
∑
ln,mn
ηl1,m1(E1) · · · ηln,mn(En)ψR,(E1,l1,m1),...,(En,ln,mn) (101)
Here, ψR,(E1,l1,m1),...,(En,ln,mn) denotes the state with n partiles with the given quantum numbers. Note that our
onventions for multi-partile states are dierent here from those of [6℄. For simpliity, we take here the sign of the
energy not to be a separate quantum number and also use a dierent normalization. The normalization is xed by
writing down the one-partile wave funtion whih is,
ψR,E,l,m(ϕ) = ϕl,m(E)ψR,0. (102)
We also note the inner produt between a oherent state and a multi-partile state,
〈ψR,(E1,l1,m1),...,(En,ln,mn)|ψR,η〉 = exp
− ∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p|hl(pR)|2
8π
|ηl,m(E)|2

ηl1,m1(E1) · · · ηln,mn(En)
p1|hl1(p1R)|2
4π
· · · pn|hln(pnR)|
2
4π
. (103)
V. ASYMPTOTIC AMPLITUDE ON THE HYPERCYLINDER
Suppose we are interested in a sattering proess where interations are not negligible at any time, suh as a
stationary proess. A basi assumption underlying the standard treatment of sattering proesses via the S-matrix as
presented in Setion III is then violated. However, suppose that at the same time interations an be negleted as we
go far away in spae from the interation enter. Realling Setion IVA it is obvious that the hyperylinder geometry
is well suited to desribe this situation. Conretely, we onsider amplitudes for free states on the hyperylinder of
given radius R with interations swithed on inside, i.e., for radius r < R. We then take the asymptoti limit of this
amplitude for R→∞.
In this setion we show that this asymptoti amplitude exists and ompute it in three dierent ases. First we
onsider the free Klein-Gordon theory, then we add a soure eld and nally we onsider general interations via
funtional methods. The derivation in this setion proeeds substantially in parallel to the one of the standard
S-matrix in Setion III. We use the oherent states dened in Setion IVB.
A. Free theory
The rst step we need to take in order to make sense of asymptoti amplitudes is to swith to the interation
piture. Reall that the analogue of time evolution in the onventional piture is now radial evolution in spae.
Hene, the interation piture means that we identify states on dierent hyperylinders if they are related by radial
evolution in the free theory. For oherent states this radial evolution is given by equation (100). Sine the produt
ξl,m(E) := hl(pR)ηl,m(E) is preserved under radial evolution a good way to dene interation piture oherent states
on the hyperylinder is by inserting this relation into (82). We get the wave funtions,
ψR,ξ(ϕ) = KR,ξ exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
ξl,m(E)
hl(pR)
ϕl,m(E)
 ψR,0(ϕ), (104)
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depending on omplex funtions ξl,m(E). The normalization fator an be alulated from (88),
KR,ξ = exp
− ∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p
8π
(
hl(pR)
hl(pR)
ξl,m(E)ξl,−m(−E) + |ξl,m(E)|2
) . (105)
The amplitude of the interation piture oherent state for the solid hyperylinder is obtained from (98),
ρR,0(ψR,ξ) = exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p
8π
(
ξl,m(E)ξl,−m(−E)− |ξl,m(E)|2
) . (106)
By onstrution this expression is independent of the radius R. Taking the limit R →∞ is hene trivial and we an
write down the asymptoti amplitude S0 : H∞ → C of the free theory,
S0(ψξ) = lim
R→∞
ρR,0(ψR,ξ) = exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p
8π
(
ξl,m(E)ξl,−m(−E)− |ξl,m(E)|2
) . (107)
B. Theory with soure
We now turn to the Klein-Gordon theory with an additional soure eld µ, given by the ation (29). The spaetime
region of interest is now the solid hyperylinder of radius R. We assume that the soure eld vanishes outside the
solid hyperylinder, i.e., for radius r ≥ R.
The path integral (61) determining the relevant eld propagator ZR,µ(ϕ) is evaluated as usual by shifting the
integration variable by a solution φ
l
that mathes the boundary data. φ
l
is dened inside the hyperylinder, i.e., for
radius r ≤ R. It equals ϕ at radius R whih we write as φ
l
|R = ϕ. The propagator is then
ZR,µ(ϕ) = NR,µe
iSR,µ(φ
l
). (108)
The normalization fator is given by
NR,µ =
∫
φ|
R
=0
Dφ eiSR,µ(φ). (109)
Reall that φ
l
an be expanded in the form (62) with fl = al and the relation (73) between solutions and boundary
ongurations. This allows us to rewrite the soure term of the ation (29) evaluated on the lassial solution as∫
R×B3
R
d4xµ(x)φ
l
(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
ϕl,m(E)
2π
al(E,R)
Ml,−m(−E), (110)
where the quantity Ml,m(E) is dened as
Ml,m(E) :=
∫ ∞
0
dr r2 al(E, r) µl,m(E, r). (111)
µl,m(E, r) are the modes of the soure eld µ in the basis of the spherial harmonis via the expansion
µ(t, r,Ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
µl,m(E, r) e
−iEt Y ml (Ω). (112)
Then the propagator takes the form
ZR,µ(ϕ) =
NR,µ
NR,0
ZR,0(ϕ) exp
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
ϕl,m(E)
2πi
al(E,R)
Ml,−m(−E)
 . (113)
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This expression is the analogue of (33). The amplitude (60) of the theory with soure for a oherent state (104) on
the solid hyperylinder is thus,
ρR,µ(ψR,ξ) =
NR,µ
NR,0
∫
DϕψR,ξ(ϕ) exp
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
ϕl,m(E)
2πi
al(E,R)
Ml,−m(−E)
 ZR,0(ϕ). (114)
We write the oherent state wave funtion and the propagator expliitly to get,
ρR,µ(ψR,ξ) = KR,ξCRNR,µ
∫
Dϕ exp
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
(
ξl,m(E)
hl(pR)
ϕl,m(E)
+ ϕl,m(E)
2πi
al(E,R)
Ml,−m(−E)− ϕl,m(E) π
p cl(E,R)al(E,R)
ϕl,−m(−E)
))
. (115)
We eliminate the ross term between ϕ and M , but only for unphysial ongurations with E2 < m2 via the shift,
ϕl,m(E)→ ϕl,m(E) + i p cl(E,R)Ml,m(E). (116)
Note that this shift is real. That is, the shifted eld remains real (in position spae). The orresponding shift for
physial ongurations would be omplex. We arrive at,
ρR,µ(ψR,ξ) = KR,ξ
NR,µ
NR,0
∫
Dϕ exp
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
(
ξl,m(E)
hl(pR)
ϕl,m(E) + ϕl,m(E)
2πi
jl(pR)
Ml,−m(−E)
)
−
∫ m
−m
dE
∑
l,m
Ml,m(E)
π p cl(E,R)
al(E,R)
Ml,−m(−E)
ψR,0(ϕ)ZR,0(ϕ). (117)
In order to deal with the remaining ross term between ϕ and M for physial ongurations, we shift the oherent
state. That is, we dene a new oherent state via,
ξ˜l,m(E) := ξl,m(E) + 2πi
hl(pR)
jl(pR)
Ml,−m(−E). (118)
This yields,
ρR,µ(ψR,ξ) =
KR,ξ
KR,ξ˜
NR,µ
NR,0
ρR,0(ψR,ξ˜) exp
− ∫ m
−m
dE
∑
l,m
Ml,m(E)
π p cl(E,R)
al(E,R)
Ml,−m(−E)

(119)
Substituting the expression of the free transition amplitude (106) and the normalization fator (105) for the shifted
oherent state ψR,ξ˜, we arrive at
ρR,µ(ψR,ξ) = KR,ξ
NR,µ
NR,0
exp
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
(
−Ml,m(E)π p cl(E,R)
al(E,R)
Ml,−m(−E)
+ ip ξl,m(E)Ml,m(E) + ξl,m(E)
p al(E,R)
4πcl(E,R)
ξl,−m(−E)
))
. (120)
Note that the term quadrati in M arises as a ombination of the unphysial part in (119) and a orresponding
physial part oming from the shifted oherent state.
Substituting the expression of the normalization fator KR,ξ given in (105) we obtain
ρR,µ(ψR,ξ) =
NR,µ
NR,0
exp
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
[ p
8π
(
ξl,m(E)ξl,−m(−E)− |ξl,m(E)|2
)
− Ml,m(E)π p cl(E,R)
al(E,R)
Ml,−m(−E) + ip ξl,m(E)Ml,m(E)
])
. (121)
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We reognize in the rst line the amplitude of the oherent state in the ase of the free theory (106), so
ρR,µ(ψR,ξ) = ρR,0(ψR,ξ)
NR,µ
NR,0
exp
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
[
−Ml,m(E)π p cl(E,R)
al(E,R)
Ml,−m(−E) + ip ξl,m(E)Ml,m(E)
] . (122)
The seond term in the exponential an be rewritten as follows,∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p ξl,m(E)Ml,m(E) =
∫
d4xµ(x)ξˆ(x), (123)
with ξˆ given by
ξˆ(t, r,Ω) :=
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p
2π
ξl,m(E)jl(pr)e
iEtY −ml (Ω). (124)
This implies that we have a one-to-one orrespondene between oherent states parametrized by funtions ξ and
omplex solutions ξˆ of the Klein-Gordon equation. Note that the restrition to physial ongurations with E2 < m2
preisely orresponds to restriting solutions to be globally bounded.
We rewrite the rst term in the exponential appearing in (122) as,
exp
− ∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
Ml,m(E)
π p cl(E,R)
al(E,R)
Ml,−m(−E)
 = exp( i
2
∫
d4xµ(x)β(x)
)
, (125)
with β a solution of the Klein-Gordon equation given by,
βl,m(E, r) = i p al(E, r)
cl(E,R)
al(E,R)
Ml,m(E) (126)
where we expand,
β(t, r,Ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
βl,m(E, r)e
−iEt Y ml (Ω). (127)
In analogy to the ase for equal-time hyperplanes in equation (42) the normalization fator NR,µ an be related to
the normalization fator NR,0. Expliitly,∫
φ|
R
=0
Dφ eiSR,µ(φ) = exp
(
i
2
∫
d4xµ(x)α(x)
) ∫
φ|
R
=0
Dφ eiSR,0(φ), (128)
whih implies,
NR,µ
NR,0
= exp
(
i
2
∫
d4xµ(x)α(x)
)
, (129)
where α satises the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation with vanishing boundary onditions at radius R,
(+m2)α = µ, and α|R = 0. (130)
It will be onvenient to express the exponential fator appearing in (129) in momentum spae,
exp
(
i
2
∫
d4xµ(x)α(x)
)
= exp
iπ ∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
∫ ∞
0
dr r2 µl,−m(−E, r)αl,m(E, r)
 , (131)
where αl,m(E, r) are the modes in the expansion
α(t, r,Ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
αl,m(E, r)e
−iEt Y ml (Ω). (132)
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The inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation satised by α indues a dierential equation for the modes αl,m(E, r).
The solution results to be equal to
αl,m(E, r) = p al(E, r)
(
Nl,m(E, r) −Nl,m(E) + bl(E,R)
al(E,R)
Ml,m(E)
)
− p bl(E, r)Ml,m(E, r), (133)
where in addition to (111) we dene,
Nl,m(E, r) :=
∫ r
0
ds s2 bl(E, s)µl,m(E, s), (134)
Ml,m(E, r) :=
∫ r
0
ds s2 al(E, s)µl,m(E, s), (135)
Nl,m(E) :=
∫ ∞
0
ds s2 bl(E, s)µl,m(E, s). (136)
Notie that for r > R, Nl,m(E, r) = Nl,m(E) and Ml,m(E, r) = Ml,m(E), beause the soure omponents µl,m vanish
outside the radius R.
Combining the fators (125) and (129) means that we have to sum α and β, resulting in
γl,m(E, r) := αl,m(E, r) + βl,m(E, r) = p al(E, r) (Nl,m(E, r) −Nl,m(E) + iMl,m(E))− p bl(E, r)Ml,m(E, r). (137)
Sine β is a solution of the homogeneous equation, γ satises the same inhomogeneous equation as α, but with dierent
boundary onditions. In partiular, for r > R, γ beomes
γl,m(E, r)
∣∣∣∣
r>R
= i pMl,m(E) cl(E, r). (138)
Now, reall from Setion IVA that for E2 > m2 the funtion cl beomes hl and generates outgoing waves. For E
2 < m2
the funtion cl(E, r) beomes i
+
l + i i
−
l and generates solutions exponentially deaying with the radius. Hene, these
are the boundary onditions that γ satises and that in fat determine it uniquely. This is to be ompared with the
γ obtained in (49) whih is determined by the Feynman boundary onditions (50).
It will be useful to express γ in a dierent way using the denitions (111), (134), (135), (136), and (48),
γl,m(E, r) = i p
∫ ∞
0
ds s2 µl,m(E, s) {θ(r − s)cl(E, r) al(E, s) + θ(s− r)cl(E, s) al(E, r)} . (139)
In position spae this is
γ(t, r,Ω) = i
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
∫ ∞
0
ds s2 p µl,m(E, s) e
−iEt Y ml (Ω) {θ(r − s)cl(E, r) al(E, s) + θ(s− r)cl(E, s) al(E, r)} .
(140)
Substituting the inverse of the transformation (112) we get,
γ(t, r,Ω) =
i
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∑
l,m
∫ ∞
0
ds s2 p
∫
dt′dΩ′ eiEt
′
Y ml (Ω
′)µ(t′, s,Ω′) e−iEt Y ml (Ω)×
× {θ(r − s)cl(E, r) al(E, s) + θ(s− r)cl(E, s) al(E, r)} . (141)
The sum over l,m an be perform using the formula (B10) of Appendix B.
In the terms of the assoiated Green funtion,
γ(x) =
∫
d4x′G(x, x′)µ(x′), (142)
where
G(t, x, t′, x′) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
1
8π2
eip|x−x
′|+iE(t−t′)
|x− x′| . (143)
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This Green funtion an be written in a more familiar form∫ ∞
−∞
dE
1
8π2
eip|x−x
′|+iE(t−t′)
|x− x′| = −
1
(2π)4
∫
e−ik(x−x
′)
k2 −m2 + iǫd
4k. (144)
The right-hand side is the standard integral representation of the Feynman propagator of the massive salar eld.
Hene G = GF and the γ of this setion is idential to the γ of Setion III B. This implies the surprising fat that for a
bounded soure the spatially asymptoti boundary onditions (138) are equivalent to the usual temporally asymptoti
Feynman boundary onditions (50). Hene we an write the produt of γ and µ arising in the ombination of (125)
and (129) as
i
2
∫
d4xµ(x)γ(x) =
i
2
∫
d4xd4x′ µ(x)GF (x, x
′)µ(x′). (145)
We insert (123), (125) and (129) into (122) and use (145) to obtain for the amplitude,
ρR,µ(ψR,ξ) = ρR(ψR,ξ) exp
(
i
∫
d4x ξˆ(x)µ(x)
)
exp
(
i
2
∫
d4xd4x′ µ(x)GF (x, x
′)µ(x′)
)
. (146)
We notie that in this expression no expliit dependene on the radius R is present, as long as the support of the
soure eld µ lies ompletely within this radius. So we an take the limit R →∞, lift the restrition on the support
of µ, and interpret the result as the asymptoti amplitude in the ase of a soure interation,
Sµ(ψξ) = S0(ψξ) exp
(
i
∫
d4x ξˆ(x)µ(x)
)
exp
(
i
2
∫
d4xd4x′ µ(x)GF (x, x
′)µ(x′)
)
. (147)
This is to be ompared to (53).
C. General interations
The transition amplitude in the ase of a general interation (54) an be omputed applying the same funtional
derivative tehniques used in Setion III C. However, the region where we initially assume the interation to vanish
is dierent, i.e.,
V ((t, x), φ(t, x)) = 0, if |x| ≥ R. (148)
Inserting (55) into the path integral of the propagator (61) where the region M is the solid hyperylinder of radius R,
we observe that we an move the exponential ontaining the funtional derivative out of the integral to the front. We
an repeat all steps identially as for the theory with soure, but with the funtional derivative term in front. Hene,
the amplitude an be read o from (146) in ombination with (55),
ρR,V (ψR) = exp
(
i
∫
d4xV
(
x,−i ∂
∂µ(x)
))
ρR,µ(ψR)
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
. (149)
In this expression a restrition to oherent states is not neessary, so we have written it for general states. We now
reall that the transition amplitude (146) does not atually depend on the radius R, but is idential to the asymptoti
amplitude of the theory with soure. Hene, expression (149) also does not depend on R and the limit R → ∞ is
trivial. We an lift the restrition (148) on V and obtain the asymptoti amplitude,
SV (ψ) = exp
(
i
∫
d4xV
(
x,−i ∂
∂µ(x)
))
Sµ(ψ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
. (150)
This is to be ompared to (58).
VI. EQUALITY OF ASYMPTOTIC AMPLITUDES
Although the hyperylinder geometry we used in Setion V is rather dierent from the usual equal-time hyperplanes,
we obtain asymptoti amplitudes that look very similar to the standard S-matrix expressions. While the similarity
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between the expressions (58) and (150) is unsurprising, that of the underlying asymptoti amplitudes with soure, (53)
and (147), is striking. For example, the same (Feynman) propagator appears in both expressions. As we have seen
this is due to a non-trivial equivalene between boundary onditions of the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation.
Namely, the Feynman boundary ondition (50) at past and future temporal innity is equivalent to an outgoing wave
boundary ondition (138) at spatial innity.
From a physial point of view the similarity should not surprise us. If we want to desribe a proess that is bounded
both in spae and time (i.e., suh that interations may be negleted at large spatial and temporal distane) the
hyperylinder geometry should serve as well as the standard one. Indeed, we show in this setion that the asymptoti
amplitudes in the two settings are idential, if the orret identiation of temporal and spatial asymptoti states is
performed.
In the standard setting, let us all the asymptoti state spae in the innite past H1. Correspondingly, we all the
asymptoti state spae in the innite future H2. The tensor produt H1 ⊗H∗2 is the total Hilbert spae of states at
spatial innity. (The dualization of the future state spae ours beause initial states are ket-states while nal ones
are bra-states.) The S-matrix (58) is then a linear map from the Hilbert spae H1 ⊗H∗2 to the omplex numbers. In
the hyperylinder setting, we all the asymptoti state spae at innite radius H
yl
.
Identifying asymptoti states at temporal and at spatial innity now translates to an isomorphism of Hilbert spaes
H1 ⊗ H∗2 → Hyl. We an read o this isomorphism by omparing (53) and (147) as follows. Reall that we have
a one-to-one orrespondene between oherent states |ψη1〉 ⊗ 〈ψη2 | ∈ H1 ⊗ H∗2 and omplex lassial solutions ηˆ in
spaetime via (39). Similarly, we have a one-to-one orrespondene between oherent states ψξ ∈ Hyl and omplex
lassial solutions ξˆ in spaetime via (124). For the spatially asymptoti amplitude (147) to agree with the S-matrix
(53) we obviously need to identify the lassial solutions, i.e., ξˆ = ηˆ. Otherwise the µ-dependene would be dierent
in the two expressions. It remains to hek that this identiation also makes the free amplitudes (28) and (107)
equal.
Consider a bounded omplex solution ξˆ of the Klein-Gordon equation in Minkowski spaetime. This solution
orresponds via its deomposition into positive and negative frequeny omponents (39) whih we shall write also as
ξˆ = ξˆ+ + ξˆ− to a pair of oherent states whose free S-matrix (28), i.e. inner produt (18) is
〈ψξ− |S0|ψξ+〉 = exp
(∫
d3k
(2π)32E
(
ξ+(k)ξ−(k)− 1
2
|ξ+(k)|2 − 1
2
|ξ−(k)|2
))
= exp
(∫
d3x
(
2ξˆ+(t, x)(ωξˆ−)(t, x)− ξˆ+(t, x)(ωξˆ+)(t, x) − ξˆ−(t, x)(ωξˆ−)(t, x)
))
(151)
In the last line the time t is arbitrary. Inserting the deomposition of ξˆ± in terms of spherial harmonis and Bessel
funtions,
ξˆ±(t, r,Ω) =
∫ ∞
m
dE
∑
l,m
p
2π
jl(pr)Y
−m
l (Ω) ξl,m(∓E) e∓iEt, (152)
yields after integration over x,
〈ψξ− |S0|ψξ+〉 =
∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p
8π
(
ξl,m(E)ξl,−m(−E)− |ξl,m(E)|2
)
= S0(ψξ), (153)
the free S-matrix on the hyperylinder (107), as required.
We turn now to look at the isomorphism H1 ⊗ H∗2 → Hyl in terms of multi-partile states. To this end we use
the ompleteness relation for oherent states together with the formulas from Setions II B and IVB relating oherent
states to multi-partile states. However, we have to transform these formulas rst into the interation piture. For
the standard setting of equal-time hyperplanes this transformation is trivial and relations (19) as well as (22) and (23)
simply remain the same in the interation piture. In the hyperylinder setting the situation is dierent. Indeed, we
rst have to dene partile states in the interation piture. A suitable denition whih we shall use in this setion is,
ψR,E,l,m(ϕ) =
ϕl,m(E)
hl(pR)
ψR,0(ϕ), (154)
for a one-partile wave funtion. This is to be ontrasted with (102). The denition of multi-partile wave funtions
is then xed in the usual way and the inner produt between two n-partile states is
〈ψ(l1,m1,E1),...,(ln,mn,En)|ψ(l′1,m′1,E′1),...,(l′n,m′n,E′n)〉 =
p1
4π
. . .
pn
4π
δl1,l′1 . . . δln,l′n δm1,m′1 . . . δmn,m′n δ(E1−E′1) . . . δ(En−E′n).
(155)
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The ompleteness relation (90) remains true, although with a modied fator D. Indeed, formula (91) as well as
(101) and (103) hange in so far as all fators of |hl(pR)|2 disappear. We will only need the ompleteness relation,
D˜−1
∫
dξ dξ |ψξ〉〈ψξ| = I, (156)
with
D˜ =
∫
dξ dξ exp
− ∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p
4π
|ξl,m(E)|2
 , (157)
and the inner produt,
〈ψ(E1,l1,m1),...,(En,ln,mn)|ψξ〉 = exp
− ∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p
8π
|ξl,m(E)|2
 ξl1,m1(E1) · · · ξln,mn(En) p14π · · · pn4π . (158)
To denote a state in H1⊗H∗2 with q inoming partiles with momenta k1, . . . , kq and n− q outgoing partiles with
momenta kq+1, . . . , kn we write ψk1,...,kq|kq+1,...,kn . In the standard bra-ket notation this translates into,
ψk1,...,kq|kq+1,...,kn = |ψk1,...,kq 〉 ⊗ 〈ψkq+1,...,kn |. (159)
Let now ξˆ be a bounded lassial solution in spaetime and ξˆ+, ξˆ− the positive/negative frequeny omponents as
dened above. The assoiated oherent state in ψξ ∈ H1 ⊗H∗2 takes in the standard bra-ket notation the form,
ψξ = |ψξ+〉 ⊗ 〈ψξ− |. (160)
The inner produt of a oherent state ψξ with an n-partile state ψk1,...,kq|kq+1,...,kn thus takes the form
〈ψξ|ψk1,...,kq|kq+1,...,kn〉 = 〈ψξ+ |ψk1,...,kq 〉〈ψkq+1,...,kn |ψξ−〉 = Cξ+Cξ− ξ+(k1) · · · ξ+(kq) ξ−(kq+1) · · · ξ−(kn), (161)
where we have used (23). It will be useful to reexpress this in terms of the spherial harmoni modes of ξˆ. To this
end we notie that (39) implies,
ξ±(k) =
∫
d3x
(
E ξˆ(x, t) ± i ˙ˆξ(x, t)
)
e±i(Et−kx), (162)
where a dot indiates the derivative with respet to time. Inserting (152) and integrating over x yields,
ξ±(k) = 2π
∑
l,m
ξl,m(∓E) i∓l Y −ml (Ωk), (163)
where the angle oordinates Ωk are given by the diretion of the 3-vetor k. Using this latter relation we rewrite (161)
as,
〈ψξ|ψk1,...,kq|kq+1,...,kn〉 = (−1)lq+1+···+ln (2π)n il1+···+ln
∑
l1,m1
· · ·
∑
ln,mn
ξl1,m1(−Ek1) · · · ξlq,mq (−Ekq )×
ξlq+1,mq+1(Ekq+1 ) · · · ξln,mn(Ekn)Y m1l1 (Ω1) · · ·Y mnln (Ωn) exp
− ∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
p
8π
|ξl,m(E)|2
 . (164)
We now ombine the inner produts with the ompleteness relation (156) to an inner produt between an n-partile
state in the standard asymptoti state spae H1 ⊗H∗2 and an n-partile state in the hyperylinder asymptoti state
spae H
yl
,
〈ψ(l1,m1,E1),...,(ln,mn,En)|ψk1,...,kq|kq+1,...,kn〉 = D˜−1
∫
dξdξ 〈ψ(l1,m1,E1),...,(ln,mn,En)|ψξ〉〈ψξ|ψk1,...,kq|kq+1,...,kn〉. (165)
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We evaluate this using the expressions (157), (158) and (164) together with the usual method of shifting integration
variables to arrive at,
〈ψ(l1,m1,E1),...,(ln,mn,En)|ψk1,...,kq|kq+1,...,kn〉 = (−1)lq+1+···+ln (2π)n il1+···+ln Y m1l1 (Ωk1) · · ·Y mnln (Ωkn)×
δ(E1 + Ek1) · · · δ(Eq + Ekq ) δ(Eq+1 − Ekq+1 ) · · · δ(En − Ekn). (166)
We an now write an n-partile state in H
yl
as a linear ombination of n-partile states in H1 ⊗H∗2
ψ(l1,m1,E1),...,(ln,mn,En) =
(−1)lq+1+···+lni−l1−···−ln
(8π2)n
∫
dΩp1 · · ·
∫
dΩpn Y
−m1
l1
(Ωp1) · · ·Y −mnln (Ωpn) p1 · · · pn×
ψp1,...,pq|pq+1,...,pn . (167)
Reiproally an n-partile state in H1 ⊗H∗2 is a linear ombination of n-partile states in Hyl
ψk1,...,kq|kq+1,...,kn =
(
8π2
)n
k1 · · · kn
∑
l1,m1
· · ·
∑
ln,mn
(−1)lq+1+···+lnil1+···+lnY m1l1 (Ωk1) · · ·Y mnln (Ωkn)×
ψ(l1,m1,−Ek1),...,(lq,mq,−Ekq ),(lq+1,mq+1,Ekq+1 ),...,(ln,mn,Ekn ). (168)
The deomposition of (the nite radius version of) H
yl
as a tensor produt of in- and out-state spaesH−⊗H+ was
already introdued in [6℄. Also, the fat that (with the present onventions) negative energy partiles are in-partiles
while positive energy partiles are out-partiles was already disussed in that paper as well as in [5℄. This already
explains partially the formulas (167) and (168), espeially with respet to the energy quantum numbers. From that
perspetive, what is new here is that we have onstruted the isomorphisms H1 → H− between in-state spaes and
H∗2 → H+ between out-state spaes. In terms of quantum numbers, this means we an now expliitly onvert between
the angular momentum quantum numbers l,m in H
yl
and the three-momentum diretions Ωk in H1 and H2.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The present result has immediate signiane as a ontribution to the GBF program in general, and to the extensi-
bility onjeture speially. It shows that and how perturbative interating quantum eld theory ts into the GBF for
an asymptoti geometry that implements key non-standard features of the GBF. In partiular, the geometry in ques-
tion involves a region (the solid hyperylinder) whose boundary is timelike and onneted, both features in ontrast
to what an be made sense of in the standard formalism. It is worth emphasizing at this point that the asymptoti
geometry hosen is less speial than it might seem from looking at its nite ousin. In ontrast to the nite radius
hyperylinder, its innite radius limit is Poinaré invariant and may thus be seen as the limit of all possible timelike
hyperylinders. This is analogous, of ourse, to what happens with the standard geometry. The asymptoti pair of
equal-time hyperplanes at innite initial and nal time is Poinaré invariant and arises as the limit of all possible pairs
of spaelike hyperplanes. The preise meaning of these statements is that the asymptoti amplitudes (58) and (150)
are Poinaré invariant. This in turn omes from the fat that the propagator appearing in the underlying expressions
(53) and (147) is Poinaré invariant. This reets the Poinaré invariane of the relevant boundary onditions of the
inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation. While this invariane is well known for the Feynman boundary onditions
(50) it ame as a surprise for the spatially asymptoti boundary onditions (138). Indeed, it follows from the even
more surprising fat that both boundary onditions are equivalent (for a bounded soure).
Conerning possible geometries for onstruting asymptoti amplitudes, one might envision further ones than are
dierent from both the standard one and the hyperylinder geometry. A fairly straightforward situation should be
that obtained by parallel timelike hyperplanes [5, 6℄ and the limit of moving these to opposite spatial innities. Based
on our present nding we may say with ondene that the result would be an asymptoti amplitude equivalent to
both the standard S-matrix as well as the asymptoti hyperylinder amplitude alulated here. A more interesting
ase would be to start with a nite region, e.g., a four-ball with its boundary three-sphere, letting the radius go to
innity. This would involve the novel feature of hypersurfaes that have both spaelike and timelike parts. A similarly
interesting geometry ould be that of a diamond. This would, apart from null hypersurfaes, involve orners. (See
[4℄ for a disussion of orners in the GBF.) Of ourse, one should expet the asymptoti amplitudes onstruted with
these types of geometries to be equivalent as well if the extensibility onjeture is valid in some generality.
Apart from the relevane to the GBF program our result has further independent impliations. One is related
to the fat that there is only one spatial asymptoti state spae in the hyperylinder geometry in ontrast to the
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two (initial and nal) temporal asymptoti state spaes for the standard S-matrix. Whether a partile in the spatial
asymptoti state spae is in-oming or out-going (and hene appears under the isomorphism in the initial or nal
temporal asymptoti state spae) is determined by its (energy) quantum numbers. Hene, the usual notion of rossing
symmetry, a derived property in onventional treatments of the S-matrix, beomes a tautology in the hyperylinder
geometry. To put it the other way round: If rossing symmetry did not hold, the GBF would be in trouble. Indeed, the
antiipation of rossing symmetry as a manifest feature of the GBF served as an initial motivation for its development
[13℄, independent from quantum gravity onsiderations.
Let us explore further the new spatially asymptoti amplitude introdued in this paper. We have seen in Setion VI
that it is equivalent to the usual S-matrix (when both make sense). What is more, as shown in [2, 6℄ the GBF gives it
a full edged physial interpretation, t for its desription of sattering proesses, and independent of the mentioned
equivalene. Hene, the spatial asymptoti amplitude may be alled S-matrix with the same justiation as the usual
one and we will do so from here onwards. However, this does not mean that both S-matries are equally appliable
in all physial situations. Indeed, for the usual S-matrix to make sense, interations must be negligible at very early
and at very late times. In ontrast, the spatially asymptoti S-matrix requires that interations are negligible at large
distane from a enter. However, the interations may remain important at all times. One may argue that the latter
restrition is more naturally met than the former in many physial situations of interest, suh as (almost) stationary
proesses. One may thus expet a useful role for the new S-matrix for the desription of ertain proesses where the
usual S-matrix approah fails.
Generalizing our approah to urved spaetime, the dierene between the new S-matrix and the usual one would
beome even more important. What we mean here with this generalization is the following. One would hoose
in the spaetime in question a region that shares the harateristi features of the solid hyperylinder (suh as its
topology and the fat that its boundary is timelike). One would then establish the interation piture for suh
hyperylinders under radial evolution. Finally, one would ompute the asymptoti amplitude when the radius is
taken to innity. Of ourse, this would work only in a ertain lass of spaetimes. For example, a ondition would be
that spae be non-ompat. The point is that the lass of spaetimes where this would work is dierent from the one
where a onventional S-matrix desription works. For example, the present approah should be appliable to Anti-
de Sitter spae, where a onventional S-matrix does not exist beause a useful notion of temporal asymptoti state
spae is laking. Nevertheless, an S-matrix analogue (whih plays an important role in the onjetured AdS/CFT
orrespondene [14℄) has been onstruted for Anti-de Sitter in a more heuristi way [15℄. The present approah should
likely lead at least to a better oneptual underpinning of this onstrution. Another interesting example ould be
a stationary blak hole spaetime. Plaing a hyperylinder arrying the states outside the horizon naturally avoids
having to say anything about the blak hole interior within this state spae. Unsurprisingly, ideas in this diretion
are already impliit in approahes to blak hole physis. For example, 't Hooft fatorizes a hypothetial blak hole
S-matrix into three piees [16℄, one of whih ould be interpreted as orresponding to a hyperylinder amplitude just
outside the horizon.
The method of derivation used here for the new as well as for the standard S-matrix merits an additional omment.
In ontrast to most treatments of the S-matrix we rst onstrut nite interating (transition) amplitudes expliitly
and then take the respetive asymptoti limit. This is failitated by the use of oherent states. For the ase of the
hyperylinder geometry these were not known previously, so their introdution in Setion IVB onstitutes a side result
of this paper.
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APPENDIX A: TRANSFORMATION OF COHERENT STATES INTO THE SCHRÖDINGER
REPRESENTATION AND POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATION
In order to determine the wave funtions of oherent states in the Shrödinger representation it is useful to transform
to a representation whih we shall all the polynomial representation. This representation is related to the holomorphi
one, although we will not disuss this relation here.
We rst onsider the ontext of equal-time hyperplanes. Reall that the wave funtion of a multi-partile state in
the Shrödinger representation is a produt of a polynomial with the vauum wave funtion. Say, we have n partiles
with momenta p1, . . . , pn. The wave funtion of the assoiated normalized state takes the form
ψp1,...,pn(ϕ) = Pp1,...,pn(ϕ)ψ0(ϕ). (A1)
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Pp1,...,pn is a polynomial of order n in the eld onguration ϕ. It is not a monomial, however, but rather a linear
ombination of monomials of orders n, n− 2, n− 4 et. The order n omponent is the produt ϕˇ(p1) · · · ϕˇ(pn) (in the
onventions of [6℄) where ϕˇ(p) is the funtional given by Fourier transform,
ϕˇ(p) := 2E
∫
d3x eipxϕ(x). (A2)
As the Shrödinger representation, the representation we are going to dene onsists of a ertain spae of funtions
on instantaneous eld ongurations. We an thus think of its elements also as wave funtions. To distinguish them
from the wave funtions in the Shrödinger representation we add a tilde to the former. Conretely, the transformation
ψ 7→ ψ˜ between the representations is given by the formula,
ψ˜(ϕ) := |C|2
∫
Dϕ′ ψ(ϕ+ ϕ
′)
ψ0(ϕ+ ϕ′)
exp
(
−
∫
d3xϕ′(x)(ωϕ′)(x)
)
, (A3)
where C is the usual normalization onstant appearing in the vauum wave funtion (15). Note that the inverse
transform is given by,
ψ(ϕ) = |C˜|2 ψ0(ϕ)
∫
Dϕ′ ψ˜(ϕ+ ϕ′) exp
(∫
d3xϕ′(x)(ωϕ′)(x)
)
, (A4)
where the normalization fator C˜ is formally dened via
|C˜|−2 :=
∫
Dϕ exp
(∫
d3xϕ(x)(ωϕ)(x)
)
. (A5)
The dened representation, to whih we shall refer as the polynomial representation, has the nie property that the
wave funtion of an n-partile state is simply a monomial of degree n,
ψ˜p1,...,pn(ϕ) = φˇ(p1) · · · φˇ(pn). (A6)
The vauum wave funtion is just the unit onstant, ψ˜0(ϕ) = 1. A reation operator ats by multipliation, while an
annihilation operator ats by derivation,
(a†(p) ψ˜)(ϕ) = ϕˇ(p) ψ˜(ϕ), (a(p) ψ˜)(ϕ) =
∫
d3x e−ipx
δ
δϕ(x)
ψ˜(ϕ). (A7)
The simple ation of the reation operator makes it easy to work out the wave funtion of the oherent state (16)
of Setion II B in the polynomial representation. We obviously get,
ψ˜η(ϕ) = Cη exp
(∫
d3k
(2π)32E
η(k)ϕˇ(k)
)
. (A8)
It remains to apply the inverse transform (A4) to obtain the Shrödinger representation wave funtion. We an read
o the eld dependent part immediately: Inserting a sum of two elds into the exponential simply gives a produt of
exponentials. So, the eld dependene remains exatly the same in the Shrödinger representation (up to the vauum
wave funtion fator),
ψη(ϕ) = Kη exp
(∫
d3k
(2π)32E
η(k)ϕˇ(k)
)
ψ0(ϕ). (A9)
Only the η-dependent normalization fator hanges. It an be omputed with the usual method of shifting integration
variables and the result is given by (25).
The Shrödinger representation on the hyperylinder has a struture analogous to the one on equal-time hyperplanes
[6℄. Indeed, formulas are struturally idential. This is also true for the polynomial representation and its relation
to the Shrödinger representation. We mention here only the transformation formula analogous to (A3) whih now
reads,
ψ˜(ϕ) := |CR|2
∫
Dϕ′ ψ(ϕ+ ϕ
′)
ψR,0(ϕ+ ϕ′)
exp
− ∫
|E|≥m
dE
∑
l,m
ϕ′l,m(E)
2π
p|hl(pR)|2ϕ
′
l,−m(−E)
 , (A10)
where CR is the usual normalization onstant appearing in the vauum wave funtion (79). Hene, if we dene a
oherent state on the hyperylinder via reation operators ating on the vauum in analogy to (16) the result will
neessarily be of a form analogous to (A9). This may serve as a justiation for the denition (104) in Setion IVB.
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APPENDIX B: SPHERICAL HARMONICS AND SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS
The solutions of the eigenvalue problem orresponding to the angular part of the Klein-Gordon equation in spherial
oordinates, namely equation (63), are given by the spherial harmonis denoted Y ml . These funtions are dened
through the assoiated Legendre funtion Pml [17℄ via
Y ml (θ, φ) =
√
(2l + 1)(l−m)!
4π(l +m)!
Pml (cos θ)e
imφ. (B1)
and satisfy the orthogonality relation ∫
dΩY ml Y
m′
l′ = δl,l′δm,m′ , (B2)
where
∫
dΩ = 4π.4 Note also, Y ml = Y
−m
l .
The radial part of the Klein-Gordon equation in spherial oordinates, namely equation (64), is solved by the
so alled spherial Bessel funtions of the rst kind jl and of the seond kind nl and the modied spherial Bessel
funtions of the rst kind i+l and of the seond kind i
−
l .
The spherial Bessel funtions jl and nl an be expressed in terms of the ordinary Bessel funtions of the rst and
seond kind, Jl and Nl respetively, as
jl(z) =
√
π
2z
Jl+1/2(z), and nl(z) =
√
π
2z
Nl+1/2(z). (B3)
Here we use the onventions of [17℄ for the ordinary spherial Bessel funtions, but dierent onventions for the modied
spherial Bessel funtions. Indeed we dene the modied spherial Bessel funtions as the analyti ontinuation of
the ordinary ones,
i+l (z) := jl(e
ipi/2z), and i−l (z) := nl(e
ipi/2z). (B4)
Our onvention diers by powers of i from the denitions 10.2.2 and 10.2.3 of [17℄. However, this turns out to be
more onvenient for our treatment. We note that i+l and i
−
l are always either real or imaginary (depending on l) and
the produt i+l i
−
l is always imaginary.
The Bessel funtions satisfy the orthogonality relation∫ ∞
0
dz z Jl(αz)Jl(βz) =
1
α
δ(α − β), for l > −1, α > 0, β > 0. (B5)
An analogous relation is valid for Nl. (B5) follows from formulas 6.633.2 of [18℄ and 9.7.1 of [17℄. This relation implies
for the spherial Bessel funtions,∫ ∞
0
dz z2 jl(αz)jl(βz) =
π
2α2
δ(α− β), for l > −3
2
, α > 0, β > 0. (B6)
The same relation holds for nl.
The Wronskians for the spherial Bessel funtions and the modied spherial Bessel funtions are
jl(z)n
′
l(z)− j′l(z)nl(z) =
1
z2
, and i+l (z) (i
−
l )
′(z)− (i+l )′(z) i−l (z) = −
i
z2
. (B7)
where the rst equation above orresponds to 10.1.6 of [17℄ and the seond follows from (B4) and 10.2.7 of [17℄.
Following the generalized notation for the ordinary and the modied spherial Bessel funtions introdued at the end
of Setion IVA1, formulas (68), from (B7) we derive the relation
al(E, z) b
′
l(E, z)− a′l(E, z) bl(E, z) =
1
pz2
, with p :=
{√
E2 −m2 ifE2 > m2,
i
√
m2 − E2 ifE2 < m2. (B8)
4
We dier here slightly from the onventions in [6℄, where
R
dΩ = 1.
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The partial wave deomposition of a plane wave is expressed in terms of spherial harmonis and spherial Bessel
funtions as (see formula (B.105) of [19℄)
eikz = 4π
∑
l,m
il jl(Ek|z|)Y ml (Ωk)Y ml (Ωz), (B9)
where Ωk and Ωz represent the θ, φ diretions of the 3-vetors k and z respetively, and Ek =
√
|k|2 +m2. Using the
notation (68) for the spherial Bessel funtions, from the above deomposition of a plane wave follows the relation
eip |z−z
′|
4π|z − z′| = ip
∑
l,m
Y ml (Ωz) Y
m
l (Ωz′) {θ(|z| − |z′|)cl(E, |z|) al(E, |z|) + θ(|z′| − |z|)cl(E, |z′|) al(E, |z|)} , (B10)
see formulas (B.98) and (B.100) of [19℄. Notie that p an be real or imaginary.
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